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References 35 Figure S1 . Directed acyclic graph to identify potential confounders that needed to be controlled to estimate the total effect of pesticide use on self-reported depression among male private pesticide applicators in the Agricultural Health Study. Note that switching the direction of the arrows from "Health/Chronic Illness (Diabetes)" to "Cigarette Smoking", from "Health/Chronic
Illness (Diabetes)" to "Alcohol Use", and from "Health/Chronic Illness (Diabetes)" to "Marital Status" or adding an arrow from "Age" to "Marital Status" all result in the same two minimally sufficient adjustment sets as the directed acyclic graph shown here.
Methods, statistical analyses
We used standard formulas (Muller and Fetterman 2002; Stokes et al. 2000) to estimate linear, logistic, or ordinal logistic regression models to calculate the various stabilized weights Robins et al. 2000) . In all models, the quanitities of interest were the predicted probabilities of exposure, not missing covariate data, completing the farmer questionnaire, or not dropping out of the cohort. The populations to which the weights applied, types of models used, outcome of each model, and covariates included in each model were as follows:
Exposure/confounding weights
Population: 45,827 male applicators not missing data on depression at enrollment and at followup and not missing covariate data (for analyses involving information from the farmer questionnaire, this number was 20,471)
Model type: linear, logistic, or ordinal logistic (depending on the nature of the exposure variable)
Outcome: exposure (continuous, dichotomous, or ordered categories)
Covariates in models used to estimate numerators: intercept only
Covariates in models used to estimate denominators: age, diabetes, education, state
Missing covariate (diabetes and education) data weights
Population: 49,142 male applicators not missing data on depression at enrollment and at followup (for analyses involving information from the farmer questionnaire, this numbers was 22,300) For more detailed information on inverse probability weighting, see Cole and Hernán (2008) , Hernán et al. (2000 Hernán et al. ( , 2004 , Hernán and Robins (2006) , Robins (1998) , Robins et al. (2000) , and Sato and Matsuyama (2003) . Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio; POST, post-enrollment; PRE-B, pre-enrollment both; PRE-E, pre-enrollment enrollment only. a Cases divided into three groups based on when the physician-diagnosis of depression occurred (before or after enrollment) and on when it was reported via the AHS contacts (at enrollment, at follow-up, or both). The PRE-E group included applicators who reported a previous diagnosis of 7 depression at enrollment, but who did not confirm their pre-enrollment diagnosis at follow-up. The PRE-B group included applicators who reported a previous diagnosis of depression at both enrollment and follow-up, or who reported a previous diagnosis at follow-up only but with an age at diagnosis less than their age at enrollment. The POST group included applicators who reported a previous diagnosis of depression at followup but not enrollment, and whose reported age at diagnosis equaled or exceeded their age at enrollment. Table S2 . Summary statistics for the truncated (at the 1st and 99th percentiles) overall stabilized inverse probability weights a for models in Table S4 . Summary statistics for the truncated (at the 1st and 99th percentiles) overall stabilized inverse probability weights a for models in Table S5 . 107 (1) (78) -9 (8.8) 731 (7) 28 (9) 1.6 (0.9, 2.6) 27 (9) 1.4 (0.8, 2.5) 25 (7) 1.3 (0.7, 2.1) 10-25 (24.5) 387 ( PRE-E, pre-enrollment enrollment only. POST, post-enrollment; PRE-B, pre-enrollment both; PRE-E, pre-enrollment enrollment only. a See footnote a at the bottom of Table S1 for a description of the three case groups. 
